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Ebola drug trial: a ray of hope
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To the Editor,

Ebola virus causes Ebola Viral Disease (EVD) associated with hemorrhagic fever in humans. The Ebola virus belongs to Filoviridae family. A new outbreak of dreadful virus named Ebola virus disease was declared in North Kivu Province by the Ministry of Health on 1st of August, 2018 of Congo democratic republic. Earlier outbreak in west African countries caused heavy social and financial burden on those countries. In November 2018, WHO released a news on EVD stated as “New Hope with Ebola Drug Trial” bringing more hope to fight against deadly disease. Presently there are different drugs and vaccines are under trial to manage EVD. Among the these drugs like mAb114, Remdesivir, Zmapp and REGN-EB3 proved effective in controlling progression of disease in early stages of the trial. The present trial is planning to use mAb114 and Remdesivir combination is evaluated against Zmapp, the control arm. REGN-EB3 will be added to the trial in due course of time. mAb114 is a human monoclonal antibody currently in early stages of development. The mAb114 interacts with the Ebola virus glycoprotein (GP) trimmer and inner chalice of GP, remains associated following proteolytic removal of the glycan cap, and inhibits binding of cleaved GP to its receptor. This human monoclonal antibody has got potential towards EVD therapy and vaccine. Remdesivir (GS-5734) acts by RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp)-mediated mechanism and prevents its proliferation, even in the setting of intact exoribonuclease (ExoN)-mediated proofreading in viruses. In non-human primates, early initiation of polymerase inhibitors Favipiravir and Remdesivir improves survival, but whether they could be effective in patients is unknown. Vincent Madélain et al. predicts survival rates of 60% for Favipiravir and 100% for Remdesivir when treatment is initiated within 3 and 4 days post infection, respectively. ZMapp is a combination of three humanized monoclonal antibodies, that was produced by the method of genetic modification of the most consumable tobacco plants, that target three Ebola virus major glycoprotein and its Epitopes. This monoclonal antibody drug has been shown survival benefit in experimental non-human primates that was infected with this Ebola virus. A Randomized, Controlled Trial of ZMapp for Ebola Virus Infection appeared to be beneficial in EVD compared with standard care alone. These molecules are the result of an earlier epidemic in west Africa. As the disease comes to control with active intervention, these trails are also not progressing. Keeping above views the WHO developed an ethical framework known as Monitored Emergency Use of Unregistered Interventions (MEURI E3/1.). Under this essential plan at the Ebola Treatment Centre in Beni in DRC now conducted trial under MEURI protocol. This is the first multi-drug trial for Ebola treatments and the major responsibilities lies in their rigorous collection of information and analysis of the authenticated data and this will deliver clarity about...
which monoclonal antibodies works best for the dreadful viral condition in the current situation of wide outbreak with the team leading for the better care of Ebola patients. This trial will brings hope in management of ebolaviruses. This will ultimately save lives in future outbreaks. These patients are provided optimal care along with administration of trial compound. It appears to be too early to conclude but the story of Kambale Kombi Vianey gives positive environment for future course of already tested compounds and resource targeting.

To conclude the first trial person acts as a messenger as well as the motivator to the risked patients. Being a person with all stigmatized and suffering, he an act as a media as well as the medium for dissemination of information to the public.
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